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Abstract
 
Contrastive Rhetoric in EFL writing is an area of study in applied linguistics which
 
examines the diﬀerences in the organization between students’ﬁrst language(L1)and the
 
second language(L2),English.The assumption made in this ﬁeld is that some of the errors
 
or weaknesses found in EFL compositions can be attributed to ways in which students
 
organize writing in their ﬁrst language which are diﬀerent from that of written English and
 
are transferred to L2 writing.This article will review some of the major issues in this
 
controversial ﬁeld and compare the opinions of some of the Japanese English professors at
 
Toyo Gakuen University to these issues as a result of a questionnaire.This article will then
 
conclude with a discussion on how to approach the topic of Contrastive Rhetoric in the
 
classroom and suggest some activities to raise students’awareness to this issue.
1. Introduction
 
The topic of Contrastive Rhetoric was brought to my attention several years ago when I was
 
teaching a week long summer intensive writing class at Nihon University Correspondence
 
Division.The course focused on expository essay writing,and the majority of the students were
 
working adults between the ages of 25 to 40 years old.Most of the students claimed to have some
 
writing experience in English and roughly judging by oral communication the overall language
 
ability of the class was approximately intermediate.
The course was basically divided into two parts:the ﬁrst part was a review of paragraph
 
structure and the structure of a standard ﬁve paragraph essay;and in the second part the students
 
were responsible for composing one group essay followed by one individually written essay.After
 
analyzing the essays,both group and individually written,I was rather disappointed at the overall
 
quality of writing.I found fewer linguistic errors,syntactic and semantic,than I was expecting
 
to ﬁnd and although present,were not of the degree that would hinder meaning.What I found
 
were errors of a diﬀerent sort:topic sentences that were not clearly deﬁned;supporting ideas that
 
were under developed,a general lack of cohesion,and conclusions that were inconclusive.I began
 
to realize that perhaps there were other complicating factors involved.
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 2.Contrastive Rhetoric
 
Over forty years ago in 1966,Robert B.Kaplan,a professor of Applied Linguistics at the
 
University of Southern California,encountered the same dilemma:
“Foreign students who have mastered syntactic structures have still demonstrated inability to
 
compose adequate themes, term papers, theses, and dissertations. Instructors have written, on
 
foreign-student papers,such comments as:“The material is all here,but it seems somehow out
 
of focus,”or “Lacks organization,”or “Lacks cohesion.”And these comments are essentially
 
accurate.The foreign-student paper is out of focus because the foreign student is employing a
 
rhetoric and a sequence of thought which violate the expectations of the native reader.”(p.3-4)
In his research,Kaplan collected and studied hundreds of essays composed by English as a
 
Foreign Language learners and hypothesized that diﬀerences in the way the students’ﬁrst
 
language(L1)is logically organized in expository writing compared to the second language(L2)
may result in second language writing which is less eﬀective or ﬂawed from the view point of the
 
native speaker audience because of the transfer of L1 rhetoric to L2 writing.This assumption and
 
Kaplan’s classiﬁcation of the logical organization(rhetoric)of written text into language groups
 
spawned a new ﬁeld of applied linguistics called Contrastive Rhetoric which has provided much
 
insight into second language writing and has also generated a signiﬁcant amount of controversy.
According to Kaplan the standard rhetoric of an English essay is linear in logical develop-
ment meaning that the writer’s point of view is stated at the beginning of the essay followed by
 
ideas and illustrations to support the author’s argument. The basic unit of an essay is the
 
paragraph which has the expected structure of stating the topic at the beginning and developing
 
the topic by expanding the meaning and giving examples. This type of organization is often
 
referred to as deductive reasoning which Kaplan claims is typical of English essay writing prose.
His graphic illustration of the logical development of ideas in an English paragraph,with respect
 
to the English speaking audience,is that of a straight line whereas other language groups such
 
as Semitic,Romance and Russian are represented by a zigzag line, varying depending on the
 
language group. Interestingly,Kaplan chose a spiral to represent a group of English language
 
learners which he refers to as “oriental”claiming that the rhetoric of the English essays
 
composed by this group are generally indirect.
“Some Oriental writing,on the other hand is marked by what may be called an approach by
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indirection.In this kind of writing,the development of the paragraph may be said to be“turning
 
and turning in a widening gyre.”The circles or gyres turn around the subject and show it from
 
a variety of tangential views,in terms of what they are not,rather than in terms of what they
 
are.Again,such a development in a modern English paragraph would strike the English reader
 
as awkward and unnecessarily indirect.”(p.10)
The type of organization which Kaplan claims is typical of the essays composed by
“oriental”learners of English is referred to as inductive. In this case, the author gradually
 
develops his or her argument and directly or indirectly states his or her view point at the end of
 
the paragraph or essay.Inductive writing is not uncommon in English,it is often used in literature
 
or creative writing;however,deductive writing is considered standard in academic essay writing.
The native English speaking audience expects the topic to be clearly stated and then anticipates
 
the follow up to adequately support the author’s claims in the topic sentence.
3.Controversies in Contrastive Rhetoric Research
 
Once the concept of Contrastive Rhetoric was established,researchers began to examine the
 
rhetoric of other languages to see how these languages could aﬀect the essay writing of EFL
 
students from these countries.Hinds(1987)for example,investigated Japanese expository writing
 
and argued that reader responsibility plays a more prominent role in Japanese writing than in
 
English which he claims is an important factor as to why Japanese EFL learners may prefer a
 
more inductive style of writing.In English,he claims,it is the writer’s responsibility to compose
 
in a clear unambiguous manner whereas in Japanese,writing is less explicit and the author’s ideas
 
or opinions are often not clearly stated.According to Hinds,the type of writing which requires
 
the reader to interpret clues left by the author and draw one’s own conclusion is highly valued and
 
considered good writing by Japanese readers.
Along with greater reader responsibility, there are other characteristics of the Japanese
 
language and possibly culture which Hinds and others have mentioned that may inﬂuence writing
 
in the second language.First of all, there is a natural tendency in Japanese to avoid being too
 
direct:if one comes across as being too direct in L1 writing then it could be looked upon as being
 
rude and forceful.Also,Japanese is an honoriﬁc language meaning polite language is used when
 
addressing a person senior in age or in rank or a customer in a business situation.Polite language
 
tends to be indirect and if transferred to L2 writing it could come across as too vague for native
 
English speakers. Secondly, according to Hinds, Japanese writing lacks transitions and one
 
subtopic of an essay may abruptly change into another altogether diﬀerent subtopic. Since
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cohesion and coherence are so important in English essay writing, the lack of transition state-
ments from one topic to the next would generally confuse the reader and aﬀect the ﬂow of the
 
essay.Another language diﬀerence that could contribute to vagueness and misunderstanding in
 
L2 writing is the fact that Japanese is a “pro-drop”language meaning that the subject of a
 
sentence is often dropped if the subject is mutually understood by speaker/writer and listener/
reader.When writing in the L2,Japanese EFL students must include a subject,something which
 
may be challenging over the course of an essay.
To illustrate his point about reader responsibility,Hinds analyzed an essay published in one
 
of Japan’s popular national newspapers,the Asahi Shimbun,on the topic of“waribashi”(dispos-
able wooden chop sticks)which appeared in the daily column Tensei Jingo “Vox Populi,Vox
 
Dei.”He identiﬁed this essay as following the“Ki-Sho-Ten-Ketsu”rhetoric of writing which was
 
derived from ancient Chinese poetry and is known as“Qi-Cheng-Zhuan-He”in Chinese writing.
Ki-Sho Ten-Ketsu is a four part essay where“Ki”is the introduction,“Sho”further develops the
 
topic;“Ten”introduces subthemes that may vary in relation to the main theme;and ﬁnally
“Ketsu”which is the conclusion. Hinds concluded that “Ten”in Japanese expository prose
 
typically diverges from the main topic to often provide a“twist”or an alternative view,which
 
could lead to ambiguity if transferred to L2 writing.Perhaps coincidentally“Ten”as it is often
 
referred to a “twist”conveniently became analogously linked to Kaplan’s “spiral”.Supporters
 
possibly saw this as a justiﬁcation of Contrastive Rhetoric research while critics were quick to
 
point out the fallacy of this assumption.
The critics included McCagg (1996)who reanalyzed the“waribashi”article and questioned
 
Hinds’assumption that “Ten”in this essay actually represents a “turn”or “twist”. McCagg
 
doesn’t believe that there is anything in the language or organization of the essay which is
 
irrelevant to the topic of waribashi and rejects the notion that“Ten”in this essay follows Kaplan’
s rhetorical “spiral”. McCagg also dismisses Hinds’assertion that Japanese requires greater
 
reader responsibility claiming that foreigners familiar with the topic of waribashi would not have
 
any diﬃculty following the English translation of this article.McCagg believes that comprehen-
sion relies more on the writer and reader(audience)having common knowledge on the topic,the
 
same as it does in English or in any other language.He suggests that since Japanese is a relatively
 
homogenous culture there is perhaps a deeper understanding of commonly shared knowledge that
 
may seem vague or incomprehensible to foreign readers which he feels is not a problem of
 
rhetoric but of insuﬃcient knowledge on the topic.McCagg does however agree with Hinds that
 
the pro-drop nature of Japanese language may contribute to a feeling of vagueness to non-
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Japanese readers.
Other critics dispute Hinds’implication that Ki-Sho-Ten-Ketsu is the preferred style in
 
Japanese writing,especially in expository essay writing.Both Cahill (2003)and Kubota (1997)
argue that Ki-Sho-Ten-Ketsu is commonly found in literature but not so in expository writing.
They point out that the structure of Ki-Sho-Ten-Ketsu is ﬂexible and parts can be manipulated
 
to accommodate the style or genre of writing the author wishes to express.Cahill claims that
“Ten”may even be excluded resulting in a three part essay similar to the English“introduction-
body-conclusion”rhetoric typical of expository essays.Kubota makes reference to two diﬀerent
 
models of Ki-Sho-Ten-Ketsu, one which is found in expository writing that show a linear
 
relationship between the components and another model where“Ten”is viewed as more of a
 
tangent,though still related to the other components.
Kubota also stresses the inﬂuence of western writing on Japanese writing since the late
 
nineteenth century when Japan opened her doors to the west and embarked on a modernization
 
movement.Since that time there has been a ﬂood of books and other materials translated directly
 
from English to Japanese leaving the rhetoric of the original language intact. As a result,
according to Kubota,Japanese people have been exposed to the style and organization of English
 
writing through these direct translations.Also,Japanese high school students are introduced to
 
English writing organization through the direct comparison of English texts to their Japanese
 
counterparts as part of their mandatory English education. In short, Kubota believes that
 
Japanese people are familiar with and may even prefer a deductive style of writing with regards
 
to essay writing and suggests that some scholars involved in Contrastive Rhetoric research,like
 
Hinds,are consciously or unconsciously looking for a mechanism to justify their“stereotyping”
of language groups.
To directly compare L1 and L2 writing and determine the diﬀerences in rhetoric and
 
measure possible error in L2 writing due to Contrastive Rhetoric, Hirose (2003) conducted a
 
research project in her EFL academic writing class where students wrote two essays, one in
 
English (L2)and one in Japanese (L1)on the same topic. Students were asked to complete an
 
essay,ﬁrst of all in English,on a familiar topic:to argue for or against compulsory uniforms in
 
high school.The same students were then asked to write an essay on the same topic in Japanese
 
one week later. Hirose analyzed the essays and found that the essays written in English and
 
Japanese did not vary signiﬁcantly in terms of rhetoric.Although,the Japanese version did show
 
slightly more examples of inductive writing,in general she found that the vast majority of essays
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in both languages followed a deductive style of writing and for the most part were similar in
 
rhetoric.
In this study, however,Hirose admits that her students had had a signiﬁcant amount of
 
instruction and practice in EFL writing and were quite proﬁcient in the L2 with the majority
 
being at a high intermediate level.She rationalizes that she would expect more transfer errors of
 
L1 organization in L2 writing with students with lower overall language skills in the L2 and
 
having less instruction and experience writing in the L2. Also,since the essays were written on
 
the exact same topic one week apart,one would expect a significant washback effect,where the
 
content and style of writing of the first essay would influence that of the second.
Generally, Hirose believes that the transfer of rhetoric from the L1 to L2 writing is
 
over-rated and cautions,along with Kubota and others,that there is a real danger in Contrastive
 
Rhetoric research to stereotype languages and corresponding language learners as distinct groups
 
with pre-described tendencies in writing in the second language. They stress that language is
 
dynamic,changing,susceptible to outside inﬂuences and adapting to meet modern needs.Kubota
 
thinks that Contrastive Rhetoric researchers should also consider the similarities between the
 
writing styles of diﬀerent languages rather than only focusing on the diﬀerences.
In response to criticisms of Contrastive Rhetoric research, Connor (2002) believes that
 
although there were some problems associated with early Contrastive Rhetoric research such as
 
possibly being culturally insensitive and viewing language as static,she feels many of the critics,
such as Kubota,have been overly critical and have been quick to attack Contrastive Rhetoric as
 
promoting cultural bias rather than seeing it as a linguistic tool.She also believes that the critics
 
have overlooked recent research in Contrastive Rhetoric which is focusing more on writing that
 
is genre speciﬁc.Connor feels that the ﬁeld of Contrastive Rhetoric has contributed much to EFL
 
writing pedagogy and stresses the importance of determining and teaching what native speakers
 
perceive as clear straight forward writing in order for L2 learner to communicate more compe-
tently in L2 writing.
Much of the controversy surrounding Contrastive Rhetoric remains unresolved;however,
even the most vocal critics do not dismiss it entirely.Kaplan must have known that the concept
 
of Contrastive Rhetoric could become controversial because in his original paper he clearly states
 
that if a student’s language skills are poor then it is not proper to make assumptions regarding
 
the characteristics of the group that the student represents. When judging writing from EFL
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learners,instructors must consider whether the problem is linguistic rather than rhetorical or if
 
other factors are involved.Another point that Kaplan brings up is that the paragraph is “an
 
artiﬁcial thought unit”(p.16)found in writing that requires more rigid structure and cohesion than
 
that of spoken language.In the EFL student’s L1 the concept of the paragraph may be totally
 
diﬀerent from that of English and therefore may struggle with the seemingly abstract notion of
 
the English essay paragraph.
4.Research Project
 
In order to conﬁrm some of the claims made by the Contrastive Rhetoric researchers
 
reviewed in this paper,I assembled a questionnaire(see appendix)with questions relating to the
 
issues of Contrastive Rhetoric.The survey took place during a meeting of the English Education
 
Development Center held on October 15,2009 at Toyo Gakuen University.The participants were
 
eight Japanese English professors with a great deal of knowledge about both languages and much
 
experience teaching EFL to Japanese university students.
The questionnaire consisted of ten questions and the participants were instructed to circle
 
one of the answer choices and were encouraged to write comments.Most participants completed
 
the questionnaire in approximately ten minutes at the conclusion of the meeting.
5.Results
 
The following table shows the question by question results of the survey:
1.How much writing experience do you think our students have in their native language?
Much
 
0
 
0%
2.How familiar do you think our students are with the Japanese writing style,“Ki Sho Ten Ketsu”?
Very
 
0
 
0%
3.How much instruction and writing experience in English do you think our students have?
Much
 
0
 
0% 0% 75.0% 12.5% 12.5%
0  6  1  1
 
Some  A little  Almost none  other
 
0% 100% 0% 0%
0  0  8  0
 
Somewhat  A little  Not at all  other
 
0% 37.5% 62.5% 0%
0  3  5  0
 
Suﬃcient  Insuﬃcient  Very little  other
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a)Indirectness
 
Other Not at all A little Somewhat
 
0 7 1 0
 
0%87.5 12.5%0%
other Not at all A little Somewhat
 
1 0 0 2
 
12.5%0%0%25.0%
other Not at all A little Somewhat
 
0 0 3 3
 
0%0%37.5%37.5%25.0%
2
 
Yes,deﬁnitely
 
b)Politeness (Keigo)
62.5%
5
 
Yes,deﬁnitely
 
5.Do you think these characteristics of the Japanese language may result in transfer error when writing in English?
0%
0
 
Much
 
4.How familiar do you think our students are with English essay organization?
other Not at all A little Somewhat
 
0 1 3 2
 
0?12.5%37.5%25.0%
other Not at all A little Somewhat
 
0 0 3 3
 
0%0%37.5%37.5%
other Rhetoric
 
1 1
 
12.5%12.5%
other Not at all A little Somewhat
 
0 0 1 3
 
0%0%12.5%37.5%
other Not at all A little Somewhat
 
1 1 2 2
 
12.5%12.5%25.0%25.0%25.0%
2
 
Yes,deﬁnitely
 
8. Do you think that there is a danger that Contrastive Rhetoric research could lead to stereotyping?
50.0%
4
 
Very
 
7.How important do you think it is to point out the diﬀerences in rhetoric between English and Japanese when teaching English writing to our students?
75.0%
6
 
Linguistic
 
6.Which do you think is more of a problem for our students,linguistic(poor language skills)
or rhetoric(organizational)?
25.0%
2
 
Yes,deﬁnitely
 
d) Pro-drop (subject omitted)
25.0%
2
 
Yes,deﬁnitely
 
c)Lack of transitions
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As indicted from the results of question one,the professors surveyed believe that the students
 
at Toyo Gakuen University have had some but insuﬃcient or very little writing experience in
 
their ﬁrst language.This point would support claims by Hirose that university students generally
 
lack instruction and experience with expository essay writing in their ﬁrst language. One
 
professor selected“very little”but commented“writing emails by their cells,yes”which brings
 
up an important point:the popularity of text messaging via mobile phones and other electronic
 
means such as email by computer.All of the professors agreed,however,that Togaku students
 
are“a little”familiar with the writing style of Ki-Sho-Ten-Ketsu. Probably this concept was
 
introduced to them sometime during high school.
The results of question three show that the majority(75.0%)of the professors believe that
 
their students have“a little”experience writing in English and have received little instruction on
 
how to write in English.The tally for“other”resulted from one professor selecting both“a little”
and“almost none”and commented“depending on the level.”In question four,the vast majority
 
of professors, seven out of eight, feel that Togaku students are not at all familiar with how
 
English essays are organized.This result is consistent with the fact that the students have limited
 
writing experience in English.It’s reasonable to expect that the priority of English education thus
 
far for most students has been to build their overall language skills.
Question number ﬁve asked about some of the characteristics of Japanese language that
 
could inﬂuence the quality of writing in the L2.Most professors agree to a varying extent that
 
these factors could contribute to error in second language writing, especially the notion of
 
indirectness which 62.5% answered“yes,deﬁnitely”as possibly inﬂuencing L2 writing as transfer
 
error. This result would support Kaplan’s assumption that the indirectness of “some oriental
 
languages”as compared to English could be transferred to EFL writing which would appear
 
25.0% 50.0% 0% 12.5% 0%
9.Do you think compositions in Japanese require more reader responsibility(i.e.,it is up to the reader to uncover the meaning rather than have the author clearly state the topic at the beginning of the essay)?
Yes,deﬁnitely
 
2  4  0  1  0
 
Somewhat  A little  Not at all  other
 
other Not at all A little Somewhat
 
2 3 1 1 1
 
Yes,deﬁnitely
 
10. Do you think compositions in Japanese where the author’s opinion or argument isn’t clearly stated and the reader is required to determine the author’s opinion or argument from the clues in the essay are considered better quality writing than essays where the author clearly states his/her opinion or argument at the beginning of the essay?
25.0%37.5%12.5%12.5%12.5%
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vague and perhaps confusing to the native English speaking reader.
When asked which is more of a problem for their students when writing in the second
 
language,most professors (75%)chose linguistic over rhetoric. This result coincides with the
 
general opinion of Contrastive Rhetoric researchers such as Kaplan,Hirose and Kubota who
 
consider poor language skills as more of a hindrance to L2 writing than that of Contrastive
 
Rhetoric. It would make sense that students should reach a certain competency in L2 writing
 
before attempting academic essay writing, however, most professors also agree that the
 
diﬀerences in rhetoric between English and Japanese should be taught in the classroom(question
 
7).This indicates that even with minimal language skills in the L2,professors feel that Contras-
tive Rhetoric is signiﬁcant enough to point out to our students.
The professors surveyed agree that there is a possibility that Contrastive Rhetoric could lead
 
to stereotyping but vary with respect to the degree of the possibility.This result tends to match
 
the opinions of the researchers cited in this paper though none of them explicitly express the
 
degree to which stereotyping could be a problem. Kubota and Cahill express the strongest
 
concerns warning that Contrastive Rhetoric research such as the one conducted by Hinds may
 
promote the bias that some westerners have in assuming rhetorical diﬀerences because of the
“mysterious east.”
Question nine asks about reader responsibility and most professors agreed that Japanese
 
writing requires more reader responsibility which supports Hinds’research.On the other hand,
opinions varied in response to question ten which asked if Japanese readers in general preferred
 
an inductive style of writing. In fact,“not at all”was the most popular choice at 37.5%.This
 
result would support Kubota’s assumption that deductive writing is very common in Japanese
 
writing.Perhaps there was a complication with the question itself since two participants did not
 
answer the question and commented with “I don’t know”and a “?”.On further examination,
question ten is rather long and could have been unclear to the participants who had just sat
 
through a four hour meeting.
6.Conclusion
 
When examining the results of the questions related to students’experience and knowledge,
the professors surveyed agree that Togaku students generally lack experience in writing in both
 
the L1 and L2 and also have little or no knowledge of expository essay organization in English
 
whereas they have been taught Ki-Sho-Ten-Ketsu writing organization at some point. These
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opinions are consistent with those expressed by the researchers mentioned in this paper who
 
generally feel that Japanese EFL students lack instruction and experience in both languages
 
though it is diﬃcult to make such assumptions without knowing the speciﬁc educational back-
grounds of the students.Also,the professors feel that linguistic problems or insuﬃcient language
 
skills pose more of a problem to Togaku students than that of rhetoric which supports the opinion
 
of Kaplan who implies that diﬃculties with syntax and semantics should be a priority.
In regards to other issues relating to Contrastive Rhetoric, the professors support Hinds’
claim that Japanese writing requires greater reader responsibility yet disagree that Japanese
 
prefer compositions that are inductive as opposed to deductive.These two points tend to conﬂict
 
with one another which may have resulted from ambiguity from the questionnaire itself.The
 
professors agree that some of the characteristics of Japanese language mentioned in the articles
 
referenced may result in transfer error to L2 writing,especially indirectness.The professors also
 
agree to some extent that there is the potential that Contrastive Rhetoric research could lead to
 
stereotyping.
In general the results of the questionnaire indicate that the professors surveyed agree that
 
Contrastive Rhetoric is a valid issue and one that should be made aware to students. The
 
following discussion will look at ways and approaches for raising student awareness to the issue
 
of Contrastive Rhetoric.
7.Discussion
 
Teachers who teach second language writing classes and/or design syllabuses for writing
 
classes have to make several decisions concerning Contrastive Rhetoric.First of all, teachers
 
have to decide to what extent they will focus on the diﬀerences in rhetoric between the students’
L1 and the L2.If teachers choose to ignore the diﬀerences in rhetoric,they could deprive students
 
of an important issue in second language writing which may have a negative impact on their L2
 
writing.On the other hand,as Kubota argues,too much emphasis on Contrastive Rhetoric could
 
result in negative stereotyping.Casanave(2004)suggests getting students to compare text in the
 
same genre in both the L1 and L2 as an “Investigative Pedagogical Approach”, in which she
 
states:
“...it is important to compare and contrast comparable texts,and portions of text,both across
 
and within languages and across and within disciplines.In the L2 writing class,such comparisons
 
and contrasts need to be carried out according to what students need and want to learn,and they
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need as well to avoid succumbing to stereotypes.”(pp.48-49)
Unfortunately many ESL writing instructors may not have the time to introduce the issue of
 
Contrastive Rhetoric in such detail and/or may feel that the overall language ability of the
 
students’would prevent such an approach from being eﬀective or practical, along with other
 
possible reasons.However,no matter what the purpose of the writing class,some discussion of
 
Contrastive Rhetoric is a good way to raise student awareness of the topic and get an idea of the
 
students’views and feelings on the topic of diﬀerences in writing between the L1 and L2. It is
 
important to make the distinction between talking about the characteristics of English expository
 
writing and Japanese expository writing rather than a direct comparison of the rhetoric of the
 
two languages in general. Also, it is beneﬁcial to introduce other factors of rhetoric such as
 
inductive verses deductive and the concept of audience such as reader responsibility verses writer
 
responsibility.For example,in an intermediate writing class with some exposure to L2 writing,
one could ask the following questions during orientation:
1. What do you know about the structure and characteristics of composition writing in
 
English with regards to paragraph organization and essay writing?
2.Can you describe the“ki-sho-ten-tetsu”style of writing in Japanese?Do you think this is
 
typical of all types of Japanese writing or only in special cases?How similar or diﬀerent
 
from English essay writing do you think it is?
3. Which is more characteristic of Japanese writing, an inductive or deductive style of
 
writing?How about in English?
Other classroom activities can help reduce the eﬀects of Contrastive Rhetoric indirectly.
Casanave concedes that there are diﬃculties with teaching the principles of Contrastive Rhetoric
 
in the classroom;however,she lists some of the knowledge that both teacher and student should
 
know in the writing class. Basically this list includes;knowledge of rhetorical patterns, the
 
writing process, the grammar knowledge necessary to accomplish the writing, coherence and
 
cohesion mechanisms,writing conventions,audience,and subject matter.I would like to suggest
 
some ways in which teachers could accomplish these goals in a writing class and how they may
 
relate to Contrastive Rhetoric.
Rhetorical patterns related to diﬀerent modes of writing for example,descriptive,narrative,
expository,and argumentative can be organized into a syllabus depending on student needs,and
 
course goals and objectives. For example in expository writing there are many activities to
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organize ideas in paragraph development.
A syllabus which is designed with a process writing approach in mind can indirectly help to
 
solve some of the perceived diﬃculties created by Contrastive Rhetoric.Pre-writing activities
 
such as brain storming and clustering are excellent well known activities to generate ideas for
 
writing.Once ideas have been generated about a speciﬁc topic,it is important to take this activity
 
one step further and have students group related items which will help later on in organizing ideas
 
during the writing stage.Also,peer-editing and peer-feed backing are excellent ways for students
 
develop an appreciation of the concept of audience.Writing teachers should encourage multiple
 
revisions to give students a chance to further develop their ideas and to take into consideration
 
teacher and peer comments.
More often than not,students lack the sentence level grammar necessary to express them
 
selves in the L2 and also ways to form cohesion in text. This is one of the factors that may
 
wrongly contribute to the perception of Contrastive Rhetoric inﬂuencing students’L2 writing.
Students often have diﬃculty expressing cause and eﬀect and often use conjunctions in unusual
 
ways in the L2. This unnatural use of conjunctions,may be a result of Contrastive Rhetoric;
however, I believe a focus on form is necessary and should be incorporated into any writing
 
course syllabus.For example,if a section of a syllabus is on narratives then it would be natural
 
to review the usages of the past tense.
Teaching writing in diﬀerent genres can be an overwhelming task and the teacher needs to
 
select the genre which the students need to learn or maybe of practical use for students in the
 
future. A business writing class is an example of writing in a speciﬁc genre. When teaching
 
students to writing in a speciﬁc genre,perhaps the use of models is the most eﬀective way.In this
 
case,the teacher may decide that a comparison of same genre writing in the students’L1 to the
 
L2 could be an eﬀective way to promote an awareness of the diﬀerences in rhetoric.
One of the main diﬃculties second language learners have with writing in the L2 is a lack
 
of knowledge of culture speciﬁc topics.Needless to say, it is important for teachers to select
 
writing topic carefully or if the students are to choose their own topics,have them consult with
 
the teacher ﬁrst. I think this is particularly important with lower level students and many
 
teachers ask students to write about their own personal experiences which is a good idea except
 
teachers have to be careful not to over do it since some students may feel uncomfortable writing
 
about themselves.I think the key is to provide the necessary background material in a reading
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or listening activity(a TV news report for example).
In conclusion, there is no easy way to introduce and comprehensively cover all the issue
 
surrounding Contrastive Rhetoric in the classroom,however,students can beneﬁt from becoming
 
aware of diﬀerences in rhetoric in their L1s’and L2s’and teachers can present classroom
 
activities which help to minimize negative transfer of rhetorical patterns in the students’L1
 
writing to L2 writing.
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Appendix
 
Contrastive Rhetoric Questionnaire
 
Good afternoon!I’m writing a paper on EFL writing for the Togaku Kiyo and I would like to ask
 
you to spend a few minutes to share your thoughts about EFL writing and Contrastive Rhetoric.
Contrastive Rhetoric is a ﬁeld of research in Applied Linguistics which examines the logical
 
organization of writing (rhetoric)of diﬀerent languages and then compares these diﬀerences to
 
English rhetoric(or another second language).One of the assumptions of Contrastive Rhetoric is
 
that the rhetoric of a student’s L1 may transfer to L2 writing resulting in writing that is ﬂawed
 
or unusual to native speakers of the L2.Contrastive Rhetoric is rather controversial:not everyone
 
agrees with the assumptions it implies.
Please answer the questions by circling one of the words in the brackets following the question.
Feel free to comment if you like.This survey is anonymous so please do not write your name.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.D.H.
1.How much writing experience do you think our students have in their native language?
［ much suﬃcient insuﬃcient very little］
2.How familiar do you think our students are with the Japanese writing style,“Ki Sho Ten
 
Ketsu”?
［ very somewhat a little not at all］
3.How much instruction and writing experience in English do you think our students have?
［ much some a little almost none］
4.How familiar do you think our students are with English essay organization?
［ much somewhat a little not at all］
5.Do you think these characteristics of the Japanese language may result in transfer error
 
when writing in English?
a)Indirectness［ yes, deﬁnitely somewhat a little not at all］
b)Politeness (keigo)［ yes, deﬁnitely somewhat a little not at all］
c)Lack of transitions［ yes, deﬁnitely somewhat a little not at all］
d)Pro-drop (subject omitted)［ yes, deﬁnitely somewhat a little not at all］
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6.Which do you think is more of a problem for our students,linguistic(poor language skills)
or rhetoric(organizational)?
［ linguistic rhetoric］
7.How important do you think it is to point out the diﬀerences in rhetoric between English
 
and Japanese when teaching English writing to our students?
［ very somewhat a little not at all］
8. Do you think that there is a danger that Contrastive Rhetoric research could lead to
 
stereotyping?
［ yes, deﬁnitely somewhat a little not at all］
9.Do you think compositions in Japanese require more reader responsibility(i.e.,it is up to
 
the reader to uncover the meaning rather than have the author clearly state the topic at the
 
beginning of the essay)?
［ yes, deﬁnitely somewhat a little not at all］
10. Do you think compositions in Japanese where the author’s opinion or argument isn’t
 
clearly stated and the reader is required to determine the author’s opinion or argument
 
from the clues in the essay are considered better quality writing than essays where the
 
author clearly states his/her opinion or argument at the beginning of the essay?
［ yes, deﬁnitely somewhat a little not at all］
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